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Abstract
Mutual information (MI) is the standard method used in image registration and the most studied
one but can diverge and produce wrong results when used in an automated manner. In this study
we compared the results of the ITK Mattes MI function, used in 3D Slicer and ITK derived software
solutions, and our own MICUDA Shannon and Tsallis MI functions under the translation, rotation and
scale transforms in a 3D mathematical space. This comparison allows to understand why registration
fails in some circumstances and how to produce a more robust automated algorithm to register medical
images. Since our algorithms were designed to use GPU computations we also have a huge gain in
speed while improving the quality of registration.
1 Introduction
Image registration is the alignment of two images
in the same geometric space so that structures in
images as are overlapped good as possible. Differ-
ent medical imaging like MRI, fMRI and CT pro-
vides different information not only in the coordi-
nate system and resolution but also on identifying
different kinds of morphological and/or functional
structures. To better use those different informa-
tion one need to register images so that they over-
lap and align making possible to use the best in-
formation from each kind of imaging technique for
a better clinical diagnosis. Other medical usage
of registration is to compare multiple different pa-
tients. This multiple patients comparison generate
medical atlas like the MNI-ICBM[1, 2] providing a
common ground to morphological structures.
The standard technique in medical image regis-
tration is the Mutual Information (MI) introduced
by Shannon [3] and used first by Viola and Col-
lignon [4, 5], shown here in the Shannon entropy
equations (1) and the MI equation (2).
Figure 1: Registration Block Diagram
Metric Optimizer
Transform
Fixed u(x)
v(T (x))Moving
Fm(·) Tˆ
T
As MI only provides a measurement of how good
is the alignment between two images we need to use
an optimizer that will change the geometric trans-
formation parameters trying to maximize (or min-
imize) the metric function to achieve the goal of
image registration.
H(x) ≡ −
∑
p(x) log p(x)
H(x, y) ≡ −
∑
p(x, y) log p(x, y)
(1)
I(A;B) = H(A) + H(B)−H(A,B) (2)
Figure 1 shows the basic block diagram of a
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image registration algorithm, the fixed and mov-
ing (u(x) and v(x)) images are the inputs on
the left with the moving image passing by a
Transform block that receive parameters (T ) from
the Optimizer block, then the fixed and the trans-
formed moving (now v(T (x))) image goes to the
Metric function (Fm(·)) that measures how good
is the current transform in solving the registration.
The Optimizer receives this measure information
and updates the parameters sent to the Transform
block until it reaches a value that shows a match
on the registration (Tˆ ). This value can be the max-
imum or minimum of the Metric depending on the
type of the function Fm(·) used. Mathematically
this algorithm can be represented by the equation
3.
Tˆ = arg max
T
Fm(u(x), v(T (x)) (3)
A very robust and still used optimizer is the gra-
dient descent (created in 1847 by Cauchy [6]) that
evolved to the stochastic gradient descent method
[7]. These methods use the gradient of the metric
function to make steps in guessing of the best trans-
formation parameters so each consecutive guess is
better than the previous one. This guessing goes on
until the global maximum is achieved and we find
our solution or the optimizer locks in a local maxi-
mum that is not our solution and can’t be further
improved.
To make the registration process more robust we
can use an optimizer that can deal with those var-
ious local maxima such as genetic algorithms or
even exhaustive search over all the parameters, or
we can use a metric that only have one maximum
point. Our quest is to search for such metric func-
tion.
We believe that when using an information tech-
nique we need to use all information available and
with recent computational improvements we can do
that without the need to wait several hours for a
single measurement. In this way our study goes be-
yond the simple change to a generalized entropy to
measure how the information quantity provided to
the MI metric affect it image registration capabil-
ity.
We also provided an in-depth study of the gener-
alized entropies, such as Tsallis entropy, when used
for image registration in the geometric transforms
of translation, rotation and scale. Those transforms
forms the base of the affine family along the skew
transform and cover mostly all simple image reg-
istration. When there is need for a more complex
registration one can use the B-Spline transform.
2 Methodology
We used brain images kindly provided by the Hu-
man Connectome Project[8, 9] in their HCP Young
Adult study. The full image protocols can be found
at their website1. In this study we only used the
3T pre-processed structural images.
Our main comparison was with the ITK Mattes
Mutual Information technique[10] provided by the
ITK software[11] and used in the BRAINSFit[12]
module of the 3DSlicer software2.
To allow visualization and comparison of the
metric we generated 3D images by varying the pa-
rameters of a single family of transform (i.e. when
we see the translation 3D image in the X axis we
can see how the metric changes when the image was
translated along the X axis). This is equivalent of
an exhaustive search over the space, so what we did
was to map with the MI function all the space in a
finite range and build a 3D image with this map.
This separation of geometric transform in trans-
lation, rotation and scale was needed since a nor-
mal image registration can involve 12 or even more
degrees of freedom (or dimensions) and visualiza-
tion of multidimensional data like those can be very
difficult. Separating the transforms we could gen-
erate simple 3D result images that can be easily
analyzed.
Another benefit of separating is that we can pro-
cess the parameters space in a finer way. To use 51
individuals positions of translations in 3 dimensions
(i.e. using a translation from −25mm to 25mm in
every direction) can result in 513 = 132651 mea-
surements. Using 12 dimensions and only 3 indi-
vidual parameter (i.e. a minus parameter, a plus
parameter and zero) in each dimension or direc-
tion we have 312 = 531441 or 4× the 3 dimension
approach and pretty much no idea of how each di-
mension affect the output of the metric! This will
become more clear in the results section.
1http://protocols.humanconnectome.org/HCP/3T/
imaging-protocols.html
2http://www.slicer.org/
2
Making all those measurements can be hard and
time consuming. To improve the performance we
migrate our initial code to a GPU based one using
NVIDIA CUDA toolkit3. This allowed a huge gain
in performance with a non expensive investment
in hardware making our solution more viable to
further research and clinical use. All the data here
presented were made using a NVIDIA GTX 1060
and used less than 2GB of GPU memory allowing
it to run on less powerful GPU hardware if needed.
3 Results
As said before our results are the mathematical im-
age of the MI function of two images. We made
a 3D cube with each point representing the result
of the MI function analyzed with a transformation
related to that point coordinates. So if we check
a point in the cube at position (10, 10, 150) that
values represents the MI of two images with the
moving image transformed with the (10, 10, 150)
parameters. If we take the transformation to be
a translation that point would be the MI result of
two images with the moving image translated by
10mm at axis X, 10mm at axis Y and 150mm at
axis Z.
In this way we can understand what happens in-
side the registration algorithm. The gradient de-
scent will see those MI results and try to register
the image with the minimum value it can reach.
The gold standard in our case is the central point
(0, 0, 0) in that the moving image would have not be
transformed in any way since initially our images
was the same or already registered.
Another point to remember is that different en-
tropies will give different results, so some methods
will give the center point as a local maximum as
others will give as a local minimum. This is spe-
cially true in the Tsallis entropy when we go from
q < 1.0 to q > 1.0 and will be noted on the fol-
lowing figures as some have the center in blue and
some in brown reflecting this change.
3.1 Translation
We start by analyzing the paths the gradient de-
scent algorithm will take when registering two im-
ages using different MI functions. Figure 2 shows
3https://developer.nvidia.com/cuda-zone
those paths when we use the ITK Mattes function
with the same image on both fixed and moving.
The first image (a) is the paths emerging from the
lower plane (z = −150mm), it can be seen five dif-
ferent regions with a central region converging to
the central point (our gold standard and correct
point) and four regions on the corners converging
to other points not related to our goal. The second
image (b) we added the central block of paths, all
connected to our central point and from where the
ITK Mattes can correctly register the images.
As its difficult to see a 3D function we added
two other views of the (b) images, as the view from
the X axis in (c) and from the Y axis in (d). From
those images it is very clear that beside that central
region in (a) all other regions will not connect to
the central point as there is no path between then
opposed to the central region where there is always
a path between it and the (0, 0, 0) point as can now
be seen in (c) and (d). The (0, 0, 0) or central point
is the very center of the upper structure visualized
in (c) and (d) and added in (b).
The paths of the gradient descent algorithm
changes dramatically when we use the MICUDA
with the Shannon entropy in Figure 3. Now we can
see in the first image (a) almost all regions con-
verging to the central point, there is a small region
that will not converge on the horizontal extremes
that will converge to a local minimum under the
central point. On the second image (b) the cen-
trals paths added are much bigger than with ITK
Mattes and now reach all the cube boundary. On
the third image (c) we can see better that region of
(a) that will not converge, showed on the bottom
center, a smaller region than the one in Figure 2.
On the fourth image (d) we can check that on the
upper part of (a) now shown better here we have
full convergence to the central point.
It should be noted that the central paths in Fig-
ures 2 and 3 don’t show all the paths related to
the central point but only those with bigger gra-
dients, so even when the central point don’t have
visible paths to all regions on the images there can
be paths to that regions. But regions with paths
shown can’t have other paths that diverge from
those. So when we see a path going to a local
minimum (not the center point) on those images
they are really there guiding our Gradient Descent
algorithm the wrong way.
Next we look into the effects of Tsallis entropy on
3
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2: Paths of the gradient divergent algorithm along the MI of the same image with only translation
transform and the ITK Mattes algorithm: (a) the paths emerging from the z = −150 plane on the back
viewing from the z axis (b) same as before with the paths along the center added (c) same as before
from the x axis (d) same as before from the y axis
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3: Paths of the gradient divergent algorithm along the MI of the same image with only translation
transform and the MICUDA algorithm with Shannon entropy: (a) the paths emerging from the z = −150
plane on the back viewing from the z axis (b) same as before with the paths along the center added (c)
same as before from the x axis (d) same as before from the y axis
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4: Paths of the gradient divergent algorithm along the MI of the same image with only translation
transform and the MICUDA algorithm with Tsallis entropy and q = 0.5: (a) the paths emerging from
the z = −150 plane on the back viewing from the z axis (b) same as before with the paths along the
center added (c) same as before from the x axis (d) same as before from the y axis
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5: Paths of the gradient divergent algorithm along the MI of the same image with only translation
transform and the MICUDA algorithm with Tsallis entropy and q = 2.0: (a) the paths emerging from
the z = −150 plane on the back viewing from the z axis (b) same as before with the paths along the
center added (c) same as before from the x axis (d) same as before from the y axis
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the MI function. Starting with Figure 4 that have
a q value of 0.5 we can see on the first image (a)
a very nice convergence almost to the central point
since the paths stop very near it forming some kind
of closed loop (that will be discussed later). On
the other images we can see that the central paths
take almost all regions of the cube and the lower
z = −150mm plane paths don’t form the “bell”
shaped of former figures but now have a more direct
way to the central point. That direct way is bet-
ter since our gradient descent won’t have to make
corrections on it’s course to the central point with
each intermediate point having a gradient pointing
almost equal to the former, in a quasi-direct line.
If we push the Tsallis q value to 2.0 we have the
Figure 5 showing in the first image (a) a full con-
vergence to the central point. In the later images
(b-d) we can see the same direct paths to the cen-
tral point as the former Tsallis figure but now the
central paths is not distributed as before but having
much bigger gradients to the corners.
Now that we know the paths the gradient descent
we can begin to analyze the contour isosurfaces of
the MI function keeping in mind that the gradi-
ent paths are always perpendicular (or normal) to
those surfaces since they flow along the gradient
field of the function and isosurfaces are surfaces
were the field have the same value. In Figure 6
the first image (a) shows the ITK Mattes MI func-
tion. It’s very clear the big mess on the periphery
that will guide our gradient descent algorithm the
wrong way. Even paths that can flow to the cen-
ter point will be disturbed with detours caused by
those mess. In more technical terms we say that the
function have multiple local minima (or maxima).
To the gradient descent algorithm those local min-
ima seems to be the correct solution since the algo-
rithm can’t see all the mathematical space of the MI
function as we are seeing and can’t know that we
have a center point that is much lower than those
minima. This is the fundamental problem with the
ITK Mattes registration in translation transforms.
On the other images (Figure 6 b-d) we can see
that our algorithm provides a much cleaner math-
ematical space for registration. The second image
(b) shows the MICUDA with Shannon entropy were
we can see a much nicer local minima at the center
point, the only problem here is the surfaces not pro-
viding a direct path to the center point so we will
have some curves but as seen before we can regis-
ter almost all the space. The third image (c) shows
the Tsallis entropy with q = 0.5 were we have very
nice spherical surfaces but they are not smooth as
we want. Some irregularities emerge from the so-
lution and those explain the paths in Figure 4 (a)
not converging to the central point but to a space
near it. If we pay attention to the very center of the
surfaces we can see they start to look more irregu-
lar towards the center, stopping the paths to flow
to it. On the fourth image (d) we see very smooth
surfaces, not very spherical since they have some
corners but the smooth provides a direct path to
the center point, explaining the difference between
Figures 4 and 5. Now the paths can flow to the cen-
ter point and we have a solution to our problem, at
least in the translation transformation.
3.2 Rotation
The rotation transform shows to be more difficult
to solve than translation as we can see in the Fig-
ure 7. Since all points outside the sphere with
radius = 1 are mapped to the sphere surface we
only show this sphere volume here. It can be seen
on the first image (a) that most paths converge to
the center point but we have a region that con-
verge to other local maxima on the sphere periph-
ery. This regions is shown on the middle horizontal
line of the first image (a), the left center of second
image (b) and bottom of the two last images (c and
d). On this colormap the gradient flows from the
brown to yellow to blue. Noting those color flows
we can see two connected graphs with only one con-
verging to the central point. Those two graphs are
more clear in the last two images, since the central
point connected is on top and the divergent one is
on bottom.
The change from ITK Mattes to MICUDA Shan-
non (Figure 8) don’t show much improvement of
the registration capability. The gradient is a little
different as can be seen on the first image (a) of
both methods. In Mattes the lines converge to cen-
tral paths along the horizontal or vertical axis (X
and Y ), and in the Shannon method the lines take
their own path in a more direct way not related to
the axis lines.
The best results using Tsallis came from q = 1.1
(Figure 9), it’s very similar to the Shannon field but
we have a little more capture range in some parts of
the space. Values above (q > 1.1) have some local
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6: Isosurfaces from the MI of the same image with only translation transform with multiple
methods: (a) ITK Mattes (b) MICUDA Shannon (c) MICUDA Tsallis q = 0.5 (d) MICUDA Tsallis
q = 2.0
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 7: Paths of the gradient divergent algorithm along the MI of the same image with only rotation
transform and the ITK Mattes algorithm: (a) the paths emerging from the z < 0 hemisphere on the
back viewing from the z axis (b) same as before from different angle (c) same as before from the x axis
(d) same as before from the y axis
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maxima on the horizontal axis that will lower the
capture range and values below Shannon (q < 1.0)
have a local maximum displaced from the center
point and some other local maxima depending on
the values (Figure 11).
The contour isosurfaces of the rotation transform
are shown in Figure 10. In the first image we have
the ITK Mattes function with an almost full range
of capture with the exception of the diagonal cor-
ners of the figure, where we have some small lo-
cal maxima. Almost all paths flow to the center
point as we want. In the second image we have
the MICUDA Shannon function very similar to the
ITK Mattes, a nice range but now the local maxima
are in the extreme horizontal and vertical of the
image where we can see some yellow surfaces ap-
pearing. In the third image we have the MICUDA
Tsallis function with q = 1.1. Now we have a very
definite and strong gradient field from the diago-
nal corners to the center point but we also have
the periphery of the sphere not connecting to the
center point. In other words the periphery of the
sphere diverges and won’t register in this situation.
The fourth image have the MICUDA Tsallis with
q = 2.0 and the interesting feature is two strong
local maxima showing in the horizontal center line
and some small ones on the vertical center line.
Those local maxima start to emerge from q > 1.1
and will break our registration by forcing the image
to register with a rotation angle. The fifth image
is the MICUDA Tsallis with q = 0.5 and shows
a very disturbing gradient field to our registration
process with the local maxima on the left diagonal
corners and no local maxima on the center point.
In this q = 0.5 even perfect registered images will
be rotated to a wrong angle by this function so
it’s completely useless for rotation transform. This
problem appears on all q < 1.0 researched by us on
rotation.
3.3 Scale
The scale transform performs very well under ITK
Mattes (Figure 12) and we have all paths converg-
ing to the central point. One can only argue that
the paths are not very direct but the true is that
we can register the image from any scale transform
and that is what matters.
The analysis of scale transform using the
MICUDA Shannon function (Figure 13) is very
similar to the ITK Mattes one. The interesting
aspect we can see is the upper right quadrant in
the first image (a) have a different field than other
quadrants. To understand this we need to under-
stand the axis, this upper right quadrant is where
x > 0 and y > 0, so we have a moving image that
is scaled bigger than the fixed image in both x and
y axis. One can reason that the algorithm scale
down the bigger parameter first and then when we
have some equal aspect ration on the scale ratios
the algorithm will move to the central point. Such
behavior appears in the lines flowing to a diagonal
convergence and then flowing to the central point
in the upper right quadrant.
On the other quadrants that we have any scale to
bigger images (upper left and bottom right quad-
rant) we see a similar behavior were the paths flow
first to eliminate this bigger scale parameter and
then flow to the central point. This show some ten-
dency of the MI function to first squeeze the moving
image to a size similar to the fixed image, moving
the parameters greater than zero to zero, and then
growing the moving image in the axis it was smaller
than the fixed or, in other words, moving the pa-
rameters lesser than zero to zero. In short MI with
MICUDA Shannon seems to prioritize squeezing a
bigger image than growing a small image.
Using the MICUDA Tsallis function we have very
interesting but unfortunately not useful to registra-
tion. We see in Figure 14 multiple graphs of dif-
ferent q values. With q < 1.0 (images a,b,e,f) we
have the central point as a local maximum but we
also have another local maximum and a very strong
gradient field to the upper right quadrant. In those
cases we can have a correct registration in only few
cases that will direct to the central point. In any
other case the algorithm will diverge in the sense to
create a bigger moving image than the correct one.
With q > 1.0 (images c,d,g,h) the tendency changes
and the algorithm will create a smaller image than
the correct one.
Only if we start from a point very near the central
point (i.e. our moving image is pretty close to the
fixed image in terms of size and won’t need to be
scaled or only need a very small scale) we will have
a correct registration. In the cases were we really
need to scale the image to register it we probably
will have a wrong image in the end of the algorithm
using the Tsallis entropy.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 8: Paths of the gradient divergent algorithm along the MI of the same image with only rotation
transform and the MICUDA Shannon (q = 1.0) algorithm: (a) the paths emerging from the z < 0
hemisphere on the back viewing from the z axis (b) same as before from different angle (c) same as
before from the x axis (d) same as before from the y axis
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 9: Paths of the gradient divergent algorithm along the MI of the same image with only rotation
transform and the MICUDA Tsallis (q = 1.1) algorithm: (a) the paths emerging from the z < 0
hemisphere on the back viewing from the z axis (b) same as before from different angle (c) same as
before from the x axis (d) same as before from the y axis
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e)
Figure 10: Isosurfaces from the MI of the same image with only rotation transform with multiple
methods: (a) ITK Mattes (b) MICUDA Shannon (c) MICUDA Tsallis q = 1.1 (d) MICUDA Tsallis
q = 2.0 (e) MICUDA Tsallis q = 0.5
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 11: Paths of the gradient divergent algorithm along the MI of the same image with only rotation
transform and the MICUDA Tsallis algorithm: (a) q = 0.5 (b) q = 1.5 (c) q = 2.0
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 12: Paths of the gradient divergent algorithm along the MI of the same image with only scale
transform and the ITK Mattes algorithm: (a) the paths emerging from the z < 0 hemisphere on the
back viewing from the z axis (b) same as before from different angle (c) same as before from the x axis
(d) same as before from the y axis
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 13: Paths of the gradient divergent algorithm along the MI of the same image with only scale
transform and the MICUDA Shannon algorithm: (a) the paths emerging from the z < 0 hemisphere on
the back viewing from the z axis (b) same as before from different angle (c) same as before from the x
axis (d) same as before from the y axis
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 14: Paths of the gradient divergent algorithm along the MI of the same image with only scale
transform and the MICUDA Tsallis algorithm with different q values: (a) q = 0.5 (b) q = 0.9 (c) q = 1.1
(d) q = 1.5 (e) Isosurfaces for q = 0.5 (f) q = 0.9 (g) q = 1.1 (h) q = 1.5
3.4 Performance
First of all it’s not fair to compare some mathe-
matical computation of GPU and CPU since they
are very different in concept, with that in mind we
note that our situation of many matrix and vectors
computation is very beneficial to GPU usage.
We compared our new algorithm called MICUDA
with the ITK Mattes algorithm. MICUDA runs
mostly on GPU while ITK Mattes runs on CPU
only. The hardware available for our tests was an
Intel R© i7-2600K with 8 cores, were we also run our
GPU, and a dual Intel R© Xeon 6130 Gold totaling
64 cores. The GPU used was a NVIDIA GTX 1060.
In Table 1 we have the numbers of our compar-
ison, it’s pretty clear that MICUDA using GPU is
the winner with a speed up of about 140× a high
end 8 core computer (simulated with the Xeon). In
the scenario of reviving an old computer the al-
gorithm plays a major role, since with a simple
GPU card upgrade we have speed ups of roughly
250− 300×.
It also must be noted that the Xeon used is a very
expensive hardware, specially if we compare to the
price of the GPU card used. So in most realistic
situations it may not be available to end users of a
medical registration software.
4 Discussion
Following the results on the former section we can
see that the main problem in the ITK Mattes func-
tion is the translation transform. This can be
solved very well using the MICUDA Tsallis algo-
rithm allowing us to register images from all points
in the space tested.
The rotation and scale transforms have a nice
performance under the ITK Mattes algorithm and
a similar performance can be reached using the
MICUDA Shannon algorithm. Tsallis entropy have
a very bad performance on those transforms and
should not be used under the risk of producing very
wrong registrations.
Since the computational cost of the MI func-
tion is mostly in the transform and histogram build
and we can use the same histogram to produce the
Shannon and Tsallis results the reasonable strat-
egy is to use multiple algorithms in the gradient
descent. In this way we can use the Tsallis in the
18
ITK Mattes MICUDA Speed up (MICUDA vs)
Transform Xeon ×8 Xeon ×64 i7-2600K GTX 1060 Xeon ×8 Xeon ×64 i7-2600K
Translation 0.8388 2.3060 0.4515 116.21 138.54 50.39 257.39
Rotation 0.5862 1.6471 0.3097 86.30 147.22 52.40 278.66
Scale 0.6665 1.8356 0.3076 99.46 149.23 54.18 323.34
Table 1: Performance comparison between ITK Mattes and MICUDA algorithms in values processed
per second.
translation gradients and Shannon in the rotation
and scale gradients, having the best of both algo-
rithms without much extra computational costs.
The ITK Mattes uses a random sampling of the
image in the calculation and also uses a histogram
with bins while MICUDA uses all the voxels and
produces a full histogram. Further study is needed
to understand if the bins and random sampling ben-
efits the rotation and scale transforms and can im-
prove Tsallis values.
This study focus mostly on the capture range of
the registration trying to fix the problem of reg-
istration not converging at all to the fixed image.
More study is needed on the final accuracy of the
registration in the very fine end or how close to
the fixed image each algorithm can get. In some
cases these final small tuning can be very difficult
to reach since we start to see the effects of interpo-
lation and our registered image may become offset
by a few millimeters.
In the performance there’s not much to say, the
speed up of using a GPU card in this situation is
huge. With a simple upgrade on actual or even
older hardware we can have a better result with
much less time, so it’s a win in all aspects of the
comparison.
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